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To cut down on the sheer bulk of materials; now all easily organised and accessible on a PC or laptop. To enable full and perfect multiple copies and backups, made within minutes.
I will add here another implicit advantage: once the material was digitised onto my laptop, I could send copies of material to colleagues either on floppy disc, recordable CD-ROM (CDRs or CDRWs, "re-writables") or email documents to anyone, anywhere, instantly. Furthermore, I could always print this digitised material off on a simple bubblejet printer; so could anyone who received a copy from me via email or disc.
But scanning photocopies or even handwritten pages of notes was not enough, especially when researching abroad. The biggest practical concern for a researcher abroad is money, if not time. Every day you spend transcribing material in an archive is a night spent lodging. How many of us have found ourselves pulled away from a letter collection because we simply did not have the time or resources to explore more fully than we wished! The 'game' has always been trying to extract as much material as quickly as possible, hoping that we do not overlook something in the process, to have to return to again at 'another time'. Digital research is therefore more than simply digitising historical documents; it is perhaps more importantly about getting the documents in the first place. As such, I soon realised that a scanner was simply not enough; scanning in documents by night which I photocopied by day, at my own expense. About this time, the market for digital cameras did two wonderful things: it introduced the 2-million 'mega-pixel' range camera (or higher), and dropped the prices.
A word about digital cameras: It is a misnomer in my opinion to consider them 'cameras'. They are more like hand-held scanners, or even photocopiers. The first generation digital cameras gave you a one mega-pixel range resolution; nice for a family vacation, perhaps, but not very good for picking up sufficient detail to legibly reproduce a A Global Forum for Naval Historical Scholarship Volume 2 Number 3  December 2003 hand-written letter, or say, newspaper print. I know, I tried. Pro and con: digital cameras never require film, there are no developing costs, ever, because every image produced with the click of the shutter is digital information stored onto the camera's memory card;
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however, you cannot operate a digital camera-or realistically own one for that matterunless you also have a computer. When your digital camera's memory card fills up, it has to be downloaded into a computer. This is done in at least two ways; normally through a USB cable connection from the camera directly to the PC or laptop, or, much more conveniently (because there is no wire and it is even faster), through a PCMCIAport adaptor on the side of a laptop computer. In the latter case, the memory card fits into a slot in the credit-card size adaptor, which is then inserted into the PCMCIA port. My camera can download 40+ images (each one saved in the 'JPEG' graphic format) into my laptop in approximately 7 seconds. The entire process of ejecting the memory card, inserting it into the adaptor in the laptop, downloading, disabling the card for ejection, and inserting it back into the digital camera for more photography, takes me 40 seconds on average. "Electronic Developing" is therefore instantaneous; you can check your image on the spot before moving on.
Another important distinguishing characteristic about digital cameras is that they ordinarily do not require a flash, especially when 'shooting' documents at a table with standard lighting. A useful analogy might be digital camcorders, which do not require lighting except in very low-lit rooms or at night. The technology is the same, including the digital 'LCD-screens' on both digital camera and camcorders which allow you to see the image you are shooting, as well as looking through a shutter. (I always use the LCD, to help frame the image better.)
More particulars: digital cameras have variable resolution settings, and a few 'special effects'. My camera [1] gives me the option of 'Quality' and 'Resolution', I am
still not sure what exactly the differences is, but after no small amount of testing, settled After having touched, felt, examined these treasures, Edmond rushed through the caverns like a man seized with frenzy; he leaped on a rock, from whence he could behold the sea. He was alone-alone with these countless, these unheard-of treasures! Was he awake, or was it but a dream? [2] The Technique: 
Considerations:
What does this mean? Personally-speaking, I now have some 7,700 separate historical documents, all on my laptop, all formatted as described above, all named for quick and easy reference, and all backed up (in several ongoing copies) conveniently enough on CD. Nor is it just a matter of documents themselves; I have several hundred books, extracts of books, and articles; theses; photographs/art; anything that might be photocopied, scanned, or shot with a regular camera all on a laptop computer, courtesy of a digital camera. In my opinion it is nothing short of a Revolution in how we can obtain, access, and store material for historical research. Even despite the labour-time involved in file organisation (any less than going through mountains of paperwork?) it is much faster, cheaper, and more accurate than any previous technique. It is easily duplicated, easily and instantly transmittable, and safer for the integrity of the sources themselves.
A common objection to 'cameras' for archive, record office or library research is that the flash damages the documents. Digital cameras, as stated above, do not require a flash. They are whisper-quiet in an archive, record office or library-much quieter than the person sitting next to you punishing his keyboard while he transcribes material.
Whenever a photocopy of a manuscript is made, it must be placed physically face down on the photocopier and subjected to a light more prolonged and intense than any camera flash. Books or bound volumes have to be placed in a manner inevitably damaging to their binding. A researcher does not handle the manuscript in question with a digital camera. The document lays on a table, just as if the researcher were taking hand-written notes or transcribing into a nearby laptop-computer; a quiet, flashless shot; the page is turned as normal; followed by another.
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International Journal of Naval History The renowned American maritime and naval historian Samuel Eliot Morison was quoted as saying "History is to the community what memory is to the individual." [4] In the 'Digital Era' that sense of memory, and therefore also historiography, is everyday becoming a matter of new tools with greater capacity than ever before. As always, the tools are only as good as the individual historian, always willing to ply his vocation for an insatiable, globalising community in a big hurry.
